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Welcome Mr. Cordish 
The neoliberal urbanism of tourism and leisure complexes as an unsustainable model of development 



The  Marshall Plan was a non-altruist init iative of USA to provide economic 
assistance to  Western Europe after the end of  World War I I. This plan was 
caricatured by Luis García Berlanga in his masterpiece “Welcome Mr. Marshall”, 
f i lmed in 1952. 

Dur ing the 2000s recess ion, some Amer ican compan ies proposed major 
investments to build leisure resorts in different Spanish vi l lages for the sake of 
economy and employment growth. Eventually, al l of them fai led to material ized. 

A vi l lage of 8000 inhabitants in Madrid, Torres de la Alameda, was in the focus of 
the neoliberal urbanism. A project called Live! Resort was proposed by an 
American company, property of David S. Cordish. The leisure resort and touristic 
complex planned to occupy 131 hectares of an agricultural land, 7 Km far from the 
vi l lage. 

The project did not get the green l ight because of the absence of sportive and 
cultural services. In addition, the acquired land was private and the Madrid 
government refused to make a 340 mil l ion euros public investment. 

A vi l lage is supposed to be a compact and accessible place for social izing, the 
opposite to the dispersion proposed by leisure resorts. The establishment of 
touristic complexes would bring indebtedness and worse qualify of l i fe under the 
promise of overestimated figures of precarious employment. 

It is about t ime to stop building and to star t the renovation and good 
management of the current buildings and infrastructures. 
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Alameda

Live! Resort



Build
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1. Hotels 

2. Casino 

3. Restaurants 

4. Entertainment 

5. Theatre 

6. IMAX Cinemas 

7. Market 

8. Grand Avenues 

9. Green Areas 

10. Shopping 

11. Theme Parks 

12. Employment 

13. Parking Lots 

14. Big Constructions 

15. Services and Infrastructures 
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500-room Hote l



Casino
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Theatre
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IMAX c inema
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Theme Parks
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57.000 cars park ing lot
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57.000 cars park ing lot
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Big construct ions
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Big construct ions
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In f rastructures
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Silvia Caballero 



Statement 

My work focus on sustainabil ity as the ideal nexus between people, 
environment and economy, to generate equity, viabi l i ty and l ivable spaces in new 
urbanism plans. 

social economic

environmental

EQUITY

VIABILITYLIVABLE



Bio 

Born in Vizcaya in 1981, Silva lives and works in Madrid.  

She got a degree in Industrial Engineering from the University of Pais Vasco and a Master of Energy 
Efficiency and Sustainable Construction by the Architecture University of San Sebastian. 

She has worked for more than 10 years as facilities engineer in civil works for architectures and construction 
companies. 

Since 2016 is professionally dedicated to Architectural Photography for architects, real-state and interior 
designers. She is also teacher in an architectural visualization Master and in several photography schools. 



CONTACT 
Silvia Cabal lero 

Torres de la Alameda 

665731485 

www.si lviacaballero.es 

hola@silviacaballero.es 
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Goodbye Mr. Cordish


